THIRD GRADE NEWSLETTER
January 11th – 15th
Dates to remember:
• January 18th Martin Luther King Holiday
(No School)
• January 28th Report Cards
•February 15th Distance Learning Day

IMPORTANT REMINDERS
*Please make sure to charge Chromebooks
EVERY NIGHT! J
*Please check your child’s red folder
NIGHTLY: Notes from home, keep at home and
behavior calendar. Please initial the behavior
calendar each night.

WEEKLY OBJECTIVES:
Reading: Stone Fox by John Reynolds
Gardiner
Reading Skills:
*RL 3.5 refer to parts of stories, dramas,
or poems when writing or speaking about
a text, using terms such as chapter,
scene, and stanza

*Review all other RL standards
Language:
*L.3.1g Comparative/Superlative
adjectives
*review Adverbs

*If you need to change your child’s afternoon
Math: Finishing Topic 8 (There will be a
transportation method, please send a note in
Topic 8 TEST the Tuesday after our
your child’s red folder or call the office by 1:30. MLK holiday)
Please do not email transportation changes.
Science: Earth’s Spheres

Activity Schedule:
Mon.- Computer
Tues.- PE
Wed.- Library
Thurs.-ROTATION
Fri.- Music

Please contact us with
questions/concerns/requests for a
conference:
jkirkpatrick@madison-schools.com
jerives@madison-schools.com

TESTS/QUIZZES:
Thursday, January 14th:
*Language TESTadverbs/comparative and superlative
adjectives/-less/-ly
*Math QUIZ- Topic 8

Friday, January 15th:
*Reading TEST vocabulary/Stone
Fox/poem/fiction/nonfiction
*Science QUIZ- spheres

Tuesday, January 19th:

WORD STUDY:
-ly
(how something is)

perfectly
kindly
honestly
eagerly
frequently
politely

*Math TEST- Topic 8

Reading Vocabulary (Review for test)
1. bushel- unit of measurement for fruit or grain
2. irrigation- to supply something with water by causing a stream to flow through
3. taxes- a sum of money to be paid to the government
4. forged- to move ahead deliberately and steadily
5. ricocheting- to hit a surface and bounce, traveling away in a different
direction
New Words
1. treacherous- dangerous or hazardous
2. amateur- a person who takes part in an activity for fun and does not get paid
3. reservation- an area of land set aside for a special reason
4. disqualified- to be removed from an activity or contest
5. outskirts- the place far from the center of a place or town

Science Vocabulary:

1.
2.
3.
4.

geosphere - the Earth and everything found on it-soil, rocks, and minerals
hydrosphere – all of the water found on Earth
atmosphere – all of the gases that surround the Earth
biosphere – all of the living organisms on Earth

